[Influence of the feeding regimen on the rhythmicity of the processes of secretion of the supraoptic nucleus in C57Bl mice].
During the period of vernal equinox in Leningrad 2 groups of C57Bl male mice have been investigated. Ninety-five animals are given food ecologically adequate at 9 p.m. Eighty-four animals are given foot at 9 a.m.--ecologically inverted regimen of feeding (IRF). The mice are decapitated for 4 days with an interval about 1.5 h. Serial paraffin sections are stained with aldehyde-fuchsin after Gomori and an additional staining of the nuclei with azocarmine. Criteria for the neurosecretory activity is the ratio of the cells amount at various stages of synthesis, outflux and accumulation of the secrete, volumes of the nuclei and nucleoli. Spectrum and parameters of the rhythmicity are revealed. IRF produces decrease in the amount of the ultradian component of the rhythmic parameters, characterizing active synthesis and discharge of the secrete. The part of the neurosecretory cells, those actively synthesizing and discharging the secrete, and volume of the cell nucleoli decrease. Range of ultradian component of the cell part rhythm, depositing the secrete, and the cell volume enriches. Thus, IRF produces certain changes in the rhythmicity of the cell secretion at all the stages: synthesis, discharge and accumulation of the secrete. Total intensity of the synthetic processes decreases. A conclusion is made that IRF inhibits the microsecretory process in the supraoptic nucleus (SON) and decreases adaptive possibilities of its cells. Adaptation to IRF is performed at the expense of rhythmic discharge of neurohormones, deposited in the cells, and at the expense of processes, occurring in the neuryoplasm and resulting in increase of the nuclear volume.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)